One of the most important resources at the Carteret Community College library is the access to thousands of scholarly articles, newspapers, and eBooks through NCLIVE. These quality resources are excellent sources to use in your research papers.
Accessing NCLIVE

To access NCLIVE click on the link on the library’s homepage or go to NCLIVE.org.
Finding Research Articles

NCLIVE organizes their resources into six browsable formats. Need an article? Try using the “articles” tab on NCLIVE.
ProQuest Central is a general reference database covering over 175 subjects. This is a great place to start your research. From here you can search for your topic.
Searching in ProQuest Central

Let’s search for information on Agent Orange and the Vietnam War.

Be sure to select the full text option as not all articles in NCLIVE are full text. Depending on the requirements of your paper, you may also want to choose to limit your results to peer reviewed.

"agent orange" AND "vietnam war"
Finding the articles you need for your research assignment depends in large part on using the right search terms because larger databases can contain hundreds of thousands of articles.

Following these tips can help:
• Use short keywords. Try to break your research topic into smaller pieces. The longer and more specific your keywords, the more articles the database is likely to exclude.

-tips continued on next slide
• Use AND and OR to connect search terms
  ➢ Use AND to narrow your search and look for documents that contain all of your words or phrases
  ➢ Use OR to broaden your search and look for documents that contain any of your words or phrases
• Use “quotation marks” to search for exact phrases
On the results page you can narrow your results by source type, publication date, and other options.

Also, conveniently you may email, print, cite, and save articles.
If you ever have questions or need assistance, ask a librarian!